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Most important is the condition. Labels are important because they not only determine the maker but they are
part of the bottle. Most Beams came with some kind of a box or case. This makes a difference in the value to
many collectors. Some people will even collect parts and labels for resale or to complete a bottle in their own
collection. Jim Beam Decanters on ebay The most frequently asked question I hear has to do with the value of
the bottle if it is full with seal unbroken. My answer is always the same. Collectors are only interested in the
bottle, not the contents. It is illegal to sell liquor without a license. There have been cases where ATF agents
have actually arrested people for selling decanters that are full. The contents of the bottle can also do harm to
some decanters after many years. The bottles can leak and discolor the exterior. This would of course have a
negative affect on the value. The liquor in the bottle will not age with time. It only ages in the oak kegs. There
is no reason to keep liquor in the decanter, empty it and enjoy. Perhaps the most sought after of the Beams is
the series they made called â€” Wheels. It is a Oldsmobile. This is not uncommon for bottles. In the sixties,
Jim Beam was having such a success with their decanters that bottles stores and clubs were springing up
everywhere. There were thousands of clubs throughout the world and many more collectors. This interest of
course brought the prices up. As the interest grew, other distributors saw the light and began making their own
decanters. Some companies made thousands of one kind of bottle, while others like Sky Country and
Lionstone made limited editions. These limited edition bottles still enjoy high values today and will continue
to appreciate over the years. There are several high priced bottles in the Beams Wheel series. The most
expensive one is a decanter they made in called the Gold Semi 18 Wheeler. This is the most valuable bottle in
the Beam collection. The most famous of the Beams is the First National Bank bottle. It falls under the
heading of Beam Customers. It was made in and only issued to board members of the First National Bank of
Chicago. The name of each board member is printed on the decanter. What caused this demise in the hobby? I
think there are a few factors that went into this. The distillers were having such success at making decanters
that they continued to make more and more each year. They actually flooded the market with bottles. Buying
these bottles new from your local liquor store was not cheap. The new decanters cost far more than the
standard off -the-shelf bottles. I started out by collecting Political bottles. It all comes down to supply and
demand. The best way to determine the value of your decanters is to buy a Jim Beam price guide. There are
several available. Jim Beam made several over the years but they are out-dated now. They are, however, great
references because they have pictures of the bottles most in color and give a brief history of each decanter.
There are also several antique guides that include bottles. Kovells is one of the best and it is published each
year. The one I use is a small paper back that fits easily into your back pocket or purse. Unfortunately, Mario
passed away near the end of and this price guide is no longer available. It lists more distillers than any other
books I have come across. Mario prints a new issue four times a year. I think this is the book of preference for
most serious collectors. Additional books are available at lower prices. When you order his book, he will put
you on his mailing list and you will also receive his list of bottles for sale. I think he may also consign bottles.
He also furnishes a want list for his subscribers who are looking for bottles.
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History[ edit ] Red was the UPU standard for domestic letters; the 2c rate in the US lasted from and Initially,
countries typically made a random choice of colors for denominations. In , the members of the Universal
Postal Union agreed on green , red , and blue as the standard colors for standard printed matter, postcard, and
letter rates, respectively, when sent abroad. This convention was gradually abandoned as inflation created too
many exceptions from the s and onwards. Switzerland used three colors in for its first stamps, then switched to
a single-color design in Stamps with two colors "bi-colored" began to appear very early, although typically
reserved for higher values, due to the added expense of multiple print runs. Multicolored stamps appeared
along with the development of color printing techniques; they now account for the majority of modern stamps,
although single-color designs are still common, more so for some countries than others. Shades and color
changes[ edit ] Color shades have several different causes. The printer may use a different ink; in the early
days, inks were made up in batches as needed, and were rarely consistent. In such cases, the shade provides
information about when the stamp was made, and possibly even identify a particular printing. It can also
happen randomly, if a printing plate is accidentally under-inked. Ultraviolet light is destructive to a great many
pigments, and can cause considerable lightening. In addition, some countries have used water-soluble
materials known as fugitive inks to prevent postage stamp reuse. Stamps of this type may be much lighter in
color after being soaked. Some dramatic color variations occur as a result of chemical action; such stamps are
called color changelings. Examples include sulfuretting often misnamed "oxidation" , a reaction involving lead
that may turn a blue or green stamp to black, and the effects of salt water, famously seen in stamps of New
South Wales recovered from the wreck of the Colombo. Forgers have also used chemicals to try to produce
seeming rarities, although by now experts know how to identify these attempts. Nomenclature[ edit ] In
general, collectors follow the stamp catalogs in matters of color nomenclature, even though the different
catalogs are not consistent with each other. Although there are a great many named colors, the selection used
by philatelists is limited to several dozen, modified by adjectives such as "dark", "light", "pale", "bright" and
"deep". In addition, two color names may be combined, as in "gray green" or "brown orange", where the first
name indicates the direction of modification to the second color. Thus "brown orange" is a duller and darker
orange, while "orange brown" has a tinge to it that is more orange than would be seen with a "yellow brown"
or "red brown". This system becomes less clear when extended to other colors, and few collectors could
describe precisely how "carmine rose" is different from "rose carmine". Certain colors such as "lake", a shade
of red which often commands a price premium, have a traditional, but somewhat uncertain, meaning which
differs from general usage of "lake" in terms of pigments and dyes. In more recent years, the descriptions have
become more precise, such as "dark sage green", though not necessarily enlightening collectors any more than
previously. Retrieved May 12, The philatelic usage of the word is to describe a shade of red. Color science,
on the other hand, is very specific about lakes, which include many hues, for example, blues and yellows.
Bibliography[ edit ] Herendeen, David L. Institute for Analytic Philately, Inc. The Philatelic Foundation , p.
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Handpicked Marine Livestock for the true marine aquarist! We at Marine Collectors work hard for our customers to
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The Marine Shop is part of the Marine Corps Association & Foundation (MCA&F). Besides shopping online, MCA&F
members, active duty Marines, family members and Marine Corps fans can visit our two brick-and-mortar stores in
Quantico and Camp Lejeune.
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